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Fellow Freestylists:
with this newsletter, we begin our fourth season in existence. Many

of you, especially newer members, no doubt question my reference to ex-
istence. The lack of activity from this end has been very apparent, and
some brief explaining is in order. That follows below in "Observations
of a Lonely Director."

On the brighter side, we are still in the tournament business. The
FPA will again sanction the New world Tour. 1982 marks a change in the
complextion of upper level tournament play, especially in light of the
IFA's revised format. These new changes will place greater emphasis on
the importance of tournament series such as our own. A complete tourna-
ment schedule is included in this issue. ~

Finally, you will notice that this newsletter comes to you in a dif-
ferent form... this issue is a "mock-up” of what will be a future publica-
tion to better serve our organization.

Introducing Mary Ann Dupre
Many of you already know her - a cheerful, friendly and caring indi-

vidual who somehow makes tournaments run the way they should. Mary Ann
may in fact be one of the best organizational talents in frisbee today.
Her past credits include tournament director of the American Flying Disc
Open, tournament director of the 1981 East Coast National Freestyle
Championships and a tour of duty at the IPA headquarters in San Gabriel,
California. As of this month she will add a new credit to her list:
Assistant Director of the Freestyle Players Association.

I have taken the liberty of appointing Mary Ann to this position for
a number of reasons. First, she is eminately qualified for the position.
Secondly, we as an organization are in desperate need of her talents, and
she is very willing to help us. While we could have waited to vote on
her position, I refrained from that course of action because time is of
the essence in getting the FPA moving again. Furthermore, no one has ever
shown interest in my position for the past three years and therefore I
could not see anyone begrudging Mary Ann of a position she would like to
hold, one in which no one else is likely to be interested. Finally. Mary
Ann and I live within a mile of each other, allowing us to work together
closely.

Mary Ann's primary duties will be to handle correspondance, member-
ship and assist me in putting together the newsletter. Both Mary Ann and
I agree that together we can better serve the FPA and make it the organi-
zation for freestylers that is should be.
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1982 NEW WORLD TOUR

This year marks the third season for the FPA's New World Tour. The
Tour includes nine (9) cities, including the World Flying Disc Champion-
ships (Santa Cruz) and The World Freestyle Championships (Austin, Texas).
Notwithstanding anything you may have heard or read elsewhere, below is the
the final schedule and persons to contact for each tournament:

 

1007 S. Congress 5131
"World Freestyle Austin, Texas 78704

Championships" (512) 442-6119
-many special events, parties, rock bancs, beer. Truly one of
times in frisbee. Purse to be announced.

Aug 5-8 Santa Cruz, CA Tom Schott
"World Flying Disc P.0. Box 73
Championships" Capitola, CA 95010

$2,000 freestyle purse
-$25.00 base registration plus $5.00 per event. Participants
from last year's tournament register ‘till May 15, 1982.
Thereafter, open registration ‘till July 15, 1982
one of the most important events of the year!

‘I

 
  

March 27-28 Austin, Texas Chris Baker open pairs
1007 5. Congress #131 mixed pairs

$2000.00 purse Austin, Texas 78704 hacky-sac
(512)442-6119

April 17-18 Greenville, N.C. Peter Laubert open pairs
620 S. Pitt St. co-op

$1500. purse Greenville, N.C.27834 women pairs
minimum (919) 758-0375 distance

s.c.f.

April 17-18 Sonoma, CA Margaret Curtis open pairs
154 Wilfred Ave. women pairs
Santa Rosa. CA 95404 mixed pairs
(707) 585-0786

April 24-25 Fort Collins, CO Bill Wright mixed pairs
' sponsor- "The 419 Edwards St. open pairs

wright Life" Ft. Collins, CO 80524 co-op
sporting goods (303) 484-6932

May 15-16 Santa Barbara, Ca Tom Kennedy mixed pairs
“—' P.5. Box 4345 open pairs§s°“°“§" 2"""“é - ?§3§? 32'§"3'.=§25 °"°”°’ 3'2?anta ar ara pen - c i ,R§££B2£§__

($10.00 base registration, plus_$5.00 per event.) MTA

June 26-27 Kansas City, MO "Crazy John" Brooks open pairs
325 E. 69th St. women pairs
Kansas City, MO 64113 co-op
(816) 523-3759

July 24-25 Minneapolis, M Ken Kraemer open pairs
“Sky of 10.000 233:" pans

. , _7/I7‘?/I‘ Frisbees (612) 871 7933 golf
Cla-Ly——3-1-Aug—.1.. Austin, Texas Chris Baker open pairs

women pairs
mixed pairs
co-op
the best

open pairs
women pairs
golf. MTA,
distance
Ultimate
Cosmic-
Catastrophies

 



As in the past, money purses for each tournament will be raised
locally and'wi1l to some degree depend on the promotional success (and
player turn out) of the respective tournaments.

More in—depth information regarding each tournament and results
will be provided when made available.

Sponsored by Discraft - who US??

The first page of this issue of the "Forum" displays the logo for
this year's tournament series. The design was done by Mark Zarerba and.
in the tradition of the prior two New world Tour designs, it is excelle::1

You will notice from Mark's design that this year's tour is sponsor-
ed by Discraft. As many of you know, Discraft is one of the newer disc
companies on the scene and manufactures the "Skystyler", believed by many
to be the finest freestyle frisbee available.

Jim Kenner, the head honcho at Discraft, has been very supportive :f
freestyle since the sport began. In fact, he hosted the very first free-
style competition in Toronto back in 1974 and was one of the sport's
earliest champions. In this spirit he has extended his company's support
for this year's New world Tour.

,

Discraft has agreed to provide the FPA with 450 New World Tour series
discs with Mark's design, and to provide 100 additional discs bearing the
FPA logo to finance first place trophies for all FPA tournaments. In re-
turn, we are to provide Discraft with advertising at all of our tourna-
ment sites and in all our tournament literature.

Please note: there is no roduct s ecific re uirement tied to this 
sponsorhsip agreement. Players are free to use any frisbee they choose.
I believe the type of sponsorship we have worked out with Discraft is
healthy for our sport and for Discraft and is consistent with our earlier
policies against the overreaching control of manufacturers in the sport.
This sponsorship should also provide the FPA with desperately needed
capital.





 

 
 



I.F.A. Freestyle Change
As many of you may already know, the IFA tournament format has

changed dramatically this year. In years past, the IFA has hosted 15 to
20 tournaments around the country featuring two "point" events (freestyle
and others). Competitors in each of these events would receive qualify-
ing points for the World Frisbee Championships. These tournaments pro-
vided up to 8 more freestyle tournaments each season.

This year the IFA series has been condensed into three tournaments,
each featuring six frisbee events (of which freestyle is one). The top
twenty overall point scoring men at each trounament will qualify for the
WFC. The top five five women scorers will also be invited.

The new format drastically reduces the number of freestyle tourna-
ments available for the serious player. Also, gone are the days when a

freestyler can qualify for WFC by playing freestyle alone. Overall ability
in all frisbee events is the only way to qualify under the present system.

The WFC itself will also be significantly different from years past.
No cash prizes will be given. There will, however, be product give-a—ways
and prizes for the qualifiers as well as trophies. An endorsement oppor-
tunity will be provided to the overall men's and women's champions.

The new IFA tournament structure underscores the importance of FPA
freestyle trounaments to the serious freestyler: if you have in interest
in competing regularly throughout the summer you must support the FPA
with your attendence, membership and cooperation. The burden to make
quality freestyle tournaments a reality is clearly upon us.

The IFA schedule is as follows:

Western National Frisbee Championships, Sacramento, CA, 4/5/82-4/10/82
Contact: Charlie Callahan

1237 Hooton Ct.
Carmichael, CA 95608
(916) 481-9174

$25.00 entry fee and application must be postmarked between 3/1-3/15

Eastern National Frisbee Championships, Manassas, VA, 5/17/82 — 5/22/82
Contact: Michael Conger

P.O. Box 43
Wallops Island,VA 23337
(301) 651-DISC

_$25.00 entry fee and application must be postmarked between 4/15-4/30

Central National Frisbee Championships, St. Louis. MO, 6/7/82 - 6/12/82
Contact: Stephen Smith

1415 South Pickwick
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 862-4151

$25.00 entry fee and application must be postmarked between 5/1-5/15

World Frisbee Championships: to be announced
Contact: IPA

835 E. El Monte St.
San Garbiel, CA 91778

 



"Observations of a Lonely Director“

At times dreams can be beautiful, at other times horrifying, but
they are always one of the loneliest experiences. The entire event takes
place within the bounds of a single solitary point of view. The beauty
the dreamer sees is much more beautiful, unquestioned by critical out-
siders; the horror, so much more horrible without the comfort of a loved
one.

The Freestyle Players Association thus far has been a lonely dream.
Much of the beauty and much of the burden has gone unshared. As a result,
worthy goals have fallen prey to hollow commitments.

I must accept a good deal of the responsibility for the faulterings
in our recent development. Candidly speaking, I have not been able to
put the time and energy into the organization that it has needed over the
past six months. My lack of activity has no doubt caused many to wonder
if the FPA has died the death so conmon to organizations such as ours.
I can assure you that as yet, it has not.

Briefly, the reasons for my neglect are twofold. First, my personal
life has changed dramatically in the past year. I have finally entered
my chosen profession after years of living the luxurious life of a student.
The demands on my time from that endevor have been considerable. Conse-
quently I have had much less free time.

Secondly, and most importantly, my experience as director over the
past two years has given me no positive reinforcement. I have traveled
coast to coast for the past two summers, at my own expense for the most
part, promoting and administering freestyle tournaments. During that
time I have observed player attitudes towards each other, the sport and
the FPA. These attitudes have ranged from juvenile and uncaring to de-
grading and destructive. Organizational support has been nonexistent.
"what have you done for me lately" has been the prevailing player approach
to the FPA.

without the support of the players I have been deprived the only in-
come my job has ever provided: the satisfaction of knowing that we are
creating a worthwhile human institution. I have always been willing to
invest my time in a project I believe in. Many of my beliefs regarding
the worth of freestyle and the people who play have been shaken; a few
shattered.

In spite of my past experiences, and inspite of my current limited
schedule, I am going to make one last effort to bring some vitality to
the FPA. I cannot do that alone. I need the help of interested volunteers,
and the support of everyone.

My plan for this new effort is as follows:
First, to create the organization we have, as yet, never had. This

willinvolve again setting up regional representatives who will be responsi-
ble for activity in their respective areas. Ideally, we will also have
representatives and chapters in the foreign countries that have shown an
interest in us (i.e. Japan, Sweden, Italy, Canada, Denmark, etc.). We
will need to select other "officers" to head up various activities that
concern the whole organization such as tournaments, public relations and
judging standards.

Secondly, to expand and improve our Newsletter. The importance of
the newsletter to our stability and public image is incalcuable. Is is
also the glue that holds us together. we can only improve it by expanding
its readership, by making it more interesting to read and by getting sup-
port by way of advertising. All of these goals can be accomplished by
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(a) paying your membership dues (b) advertising in the Forum if you have
a need and (c) contribute, contribute, contribute stories, articles,
cartoons and photographs. A newsletter is not newsy if its constantly
written by only one person (besides, I'm a fairly boring guy).

Third, MEMBERSHIP - we need to encourage old members to continue
paying yearly dues; we need to pursuade new people to join. with re-
spect to the latter, we need to dispell the image that the FPA is only
for the world class players. That is not what we are all about.

The above is just the beginning. But again, without support we will
never get by the initial stage. The choice is all of ours to make:
share the dream of a Freestyle Players Association, or share the night-
mare of life without organized freestyle.

Please write and tell me how you feel. The address is:

Freestyle Players Association Yearly Membership Fee:
P.O. Box 9552
Rochester, New York 14604 $5.00
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 FlyFirst Class
on a Discraft Sportdisc
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I SKY-STVLERW
I60-cram sportdlsc

Put your design on a Discraft Sky-Styler,
the world's #1 freestyle Sportdisc.
The choice of the the World Champion
Coloradicals(above), the Sky-Styler is
perfect for clubs, schools, businesses,
tournaments and special events.
Producing high quality, high durability,
sportdiscs is our business. Call today!!  

   Discruft Products
3°‘ 275

- 421-4322Westlcmcl, Michigan 48185
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